1. INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to gather expert input to inform policy to ensure the privacy of citizens (including children) and the protection of children against sexual abuse and sexual exploitation.

Scope

This paper covers the proactive detection\(^1\) by companies of images, videos and text-based\(^2\) child sexual abuse such as grooming or sextortion.

The scope of the paper is limited to one specific type of online service, electronic communications, and one specific type of illegal content, child sexual abuse (CSA).

The focus on electronic communications is due to the fact that a large proportion of reports to the National Centre for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) of instances of CSA (around 2/3 of the 16.9 million reports received in 2019, more than 800k of which concerned the EU) originate in this type of online service. These include one to one instant messaging services and email.

The focus on CSA is due to several reasons:

- the material (images and videos) identified as CSA (legally referred to as “child pornography”) is context independent, unlike other types of illegal content such as terrorist material;

---

1 The document focuses on detection as a first step to tackle this complex problem. The reporting of child sexual abuse after it has been detected is not covered in this document at the moment but it is of course of utmost importance to ensure that actionable and valuable information is provided to law enforcement on a timely basis.

Also, the document covers proactive detection by companies, not lawful access by law enforcement with a warrant.

The document currently does not cover either the process to develop the technical solutions (e.g. data to train and test the tools, the preparation and maintenance of the database of hashes, etc), also of key importance.

Also, the document focuses on solutions that work on real time detection, rather than detection of CSA in messages that have already been sent to the recipient.

2 The technologies and approaches required to detect text-based threats are in general different from those required to detect images and videos. At the moment, the detection of text-based threats is more difficult and presents a higher number of false positives than image and video detection. It is therefore not easy to bundle the assessment and recommendations for text, image and video detection. The assessment of the solutions and the recommendations presented in the paper focuses mostly on image and video detection.
it is the only illegal content whose mere possession is illegal;
industry has been using tools to detect instances of CSA voluntarily for years, as the
fight against this type of illegal content has been the least controversial;
because of this effort, there is data available to assess the scope of the problem and the
impact of foregoing detection measures.

This paper:
• **defines the problem** of the detection of CSA content in end-to-end encrypted (E2EE)
  communications; and
• presents a number of possible **technical solutions** that could allow the detection of
  CSA in E2EE communications.

A possible solution is one that allows the detection of CSA in E2EE electronic
communications using **existing technologies** (e.g. hashing), as well as upcoming
technologies, to the extent that these may be known today.

The paper aims to provide a **first technical assessment** to help identify possible solutions.
**Substantial additional work**, beyond the scope of this paper, is likely to be needed to further
evaluate, develop, and deploy the technical solutions across the companies’ infrastructure.

**Approach**

The approach of the paper is purely **technical**. It aims to reflect in a **non-technical language**
the input from top technical experts from academia, industry and public authorities from
around the world, who have kindly contributed with their time and knowledge to help make
progress on this matter.

The paper maps possible technical solutions and assesses them from a technical point of view
across five criteria (the order does not reflect any considerations on relative importance):

1. **Effectiveness**: how well does the solution **detect and report** known and unknown
   CSA (images, videos and text-based threats)?
2. **Feasibility**: how ready is the solution and how easily can it be implemented, in terms
   of **cost, time and scalability**?
3. **Privacy**: how well does the solution ensure the **privacy of the communications**?
4. **Security**: how vulnerable is the solution to be **misused** for other purposes than the
   fight against CSA, including by companies, governments or individuals?

---

3 This includes the ability to report to law enforcement sufficient information to enable the rescue of children from ongoing abuse and the prosecution of the offenders, as well as the ability of companies to proactively stop the abuse of their infrastructure to commit CSA related crimes. Also, a solution is more effective if it enables the detection of CSA with multiple technologies (e.g. image and video hashing, AI, etc).
4 A solution ready to be implemented also ensures optimal user experience (e.g. no reduction of performance).
5 This refers solely to the ability of the technical solution to ensure that neither the company, nor any actor outside the sender and the receiver has access to the content of the communication.
6 This includes, e.g., the misuse by companies to detect other types of content; the misuse by governments for mass surveillance; the misuse by individuals to cause damage exploiting possible weaknesses that the solution may inadvertently introduce in the infrastructure; and the misuse by individuals to compromise the integrity of the solution to detect CSA and modify it so that it would not work as intended. It is important to
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5. **Transparency**: to what extent can the use of the solution be documented and be **publicly reported** to facilitate **accountability** through **ongoing evaluation and oversight** by policymakers and the public?\(^7\)

2. **Problem definition**

The problem that this document aims to address is the following: given an E2EE electronic communication, are there any technical solutions that allow the detection of CSA content while maintaining the same or comparable benefits of encryption?

In addition to the technical aspects of the problem, which are the focus of this paper, the problem has important **policy** aspects, as it lies at the core of the privacy vs safety debate. Some voices on the safety side of the debate push for forbidding E2EE altogether or require the existence of generalised exceptional access mechanisms, whereas some voices on the privacy side would reject any solution that allows the detection of CSA in E2EE communications, as they would put the privacy of communications above anything else.

This document aims at mapping possible solutions that could ensure the privacy of electronic communications (including the privacy of children) **and** the protection of children against sexual abuse and sexual exploitation. The solutions explored are purely technical in nature, and this paper does not take a position on the related policy aspects.

3. **Possible solutions**

**0) Baseline solutions**

These are immediate solutions that require little or no technical development. They provide reference points for comparison to the other technical solutions.

a. *Non-E2EE communications*

In communications that are not end-to-end encrypted (but may be encrypted with other client to server protocols), the electronic service provider (ESP) has the ability to apply various tools to detect CSA (images, videos or text) on its server. The most common ones are:

- **Hashing tools**: they convert the image (or video) into a unique alphanumeric sequence (hash), which is compared with a database of known images and videos identified as CSA.
- **Text-based tools**: they detect keywords or text patterns that indicate possible CSA (e.g. grooming or sextortion).

---


\(^8\) The most widely used hashing tool is PhotoDNA, developed by Microsoft and Professor Hany Farid in 2009. See [here](#) for more information on how PhotoDNA works.
If the tools identify possible CSA, the message is flagged for manual review by content moderator or reported directly to the authorities.

*Figure 1: detection of CSA in communications that are not end-to-end encrypted*

![Diagram showing a flow of messages from sender to recipient through an ESP server for review.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device: sends non E2EE message</th>
<th>ESP server: applies tools to detect CSA:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Detected $\Rightarrow$ message forwarded for review/reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Not detected $\Rightarrow$ message forwarded to recipient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Device:** receives non E2EE message

**Assessment:**

- **Effectiveness:**
  - High: highly effective in detecting and reporting known child sexual abuse material (CSAM) and text-based threats (i.e. as effective at detecting and reporting unknown CSAM as the current technology to detect it allows).

- **Feasibility:**
  - High: already in use, frequently as the default option.

- **Privacy:**
  - Low: the content of the communication could in principle be accessed by the ESP at any point (from a technical point of view).

- **Security:**
  - Medium: whereas companies can access the content of the communication for other purposes than the detection of CSA, the communication is relatively secure from unauthorised access by governments and individuals (given the use of e.g. client-server encryption).

- **Transparency:**
  - Medium: whereas the use of tools to detect CSA can be publicly reported (i.e. reports sent to NCMEC), it is not always clear whereas these or similar tools are used to detect other types of content, illegal or not, as oversight mechanisms not always exist.
b. End-to-end encrypted communications

In end-to-end encrypted communications the sender and recipient utilize a public key protocol to agree on a secret session key, which no passive observer including the ESP can determine.

As such, the server is not able to apply the tools to detect CSA, since it does not have the private decryption key and thus no access to the content in clear.

*Figure 2: detection of CSA in end-to-end encrypted communications*

| **Device:** sends E2EE message | **ESP server:** cannot apply existing tools to detect CSA at the server on E2EE messages | **Recipient:** receives and decrypts E2EE message |

**Assessment:**

- **Effectiveness:**
  - None, as it is not possible to detect CSA (images, videos and text-based threats) at the server.
- **Feasibility:**
  - Not applicable (detection of CSA is not possible).
- **Privacy:**
  - High: the content of the communication can only be accessed by the sender and the recipient of the message.\(^9\)
- **Security:**
  - Not applicable, since there is no solution to detect CSA that can be compromised.
- **Transparency:**
  - Not applicable, since the detection of CSA is not possible.

---

\(^9\) This baseline solution does not include device, server and encryption related solutions, which will be analysed in the rest of the document.

\(^{10}\) The only part of the communication that is not private, as in all the other solutions discussed in this document, is the fact that the sender sent a message to the recipient (metadata/traffic data).
c. End-to-end encrypted communications with exceptional access

In this type of solutions, the electronic communications system includes the possibility of exceptional access for the company and law enforcement (e.g. with a warrant), i.e. the possibility to decrypt the content of the communication:

*Figure 3: detection of CSA in E2EE communications with exceptional access*

**Device:** sends E2EE message

**ESP server:** cannot apply existing tools to preventively detect CSA on E2EE messages. Can only access content of a specific communication, via exceptional access

**Device:** receives and decrypts E2EE message

**Assessment:**

- **Effectiveness:**
  - Low: preventive detection (i.e. to reduce the proliferation of CSA and report to law enforcement for action as needed) is not possible. Detection of CSA is only possible for a specific communication, via the exceptional access.

- **Feasibility:**
  - Medium: the solution could be implemented but the use of exceptional access can be expensive.

- **Privacy:**
  - Low: all the content of the communication could in principle be accessed by the ESP at any point (from a technical point of view) using the exceptional access mechanism.\(^{11}\)

- **Security:**
  - Medium/Medium-Low: a reasonable expectation for a standard design is to be able to prevent unauthorised access, i.e. prevent hacking the server-side implementation or cryptographically impersonating the ESP. That said, it could be difficult to decide who gets the exceptional access and who does not.

- **Transparency:**
  - Medium: the authorised use of the exceptional access could be reasonably documented and be publicly reported.

---

\(^{11}\) This assumes that the exceptional access system is based on the ESP having the encryption keys.
There are three basic elements in an end-to-end encrypted communication: device, server and encryption type (see figure 2). These basic elements also determine the three possible types of technical solutions beyond the baseline ones: 1) **device** related, 2) **server** related, and 3) **encryption** related solutions, which the following sections will analyse.\(^\text{12}\)

1) **Device related solutions**\(^\text{13}\)

This type of solutions consists in moving to the **device** some or all of the operations done at the ESP server in communications that are not end-to-end encrypted.

The solutions where the device is involved could work both with the sender’s device as well as with the recipient’s device. Setting the solutions up on the sender’s side helps limit the distribution of illegal material, whereas setting them up on the recipient’s side helps with detecting grooming. Also, implementing detection solutions on both the sender and receiver’s device might mitigate the risk of offenders modifying their apps to defeat the detection mechanisms.

a. All detection done on-device

In this solution, all the main operations done at the server, i.e. hashing and matching for images and videos, and matching for text, are moved to the device, and applied on the message before it is encrypted. If the tools detect child sexual abuse, the message is sent for manual review (or reporting). If they do not, the message is end-to-end encrypted and sent to the recipient:

---

\(^{12}\) Some of these solutions refer to the use of hashes. Hashes can be cryptographic (a small change in the image generates a new hash) or perceptual/robust (a small change in the image does not change the hash). Perceptual hashing has higher effectiveness but somewhat lower feasibility, as the hash set size is larger and more space is needed for the matching process. Cryptographic hashes would reduce effectiveness but be more feasible. The assessment assumes perceptual hashing unless stated otherwise.

\(^{13}\) The detection tools could in principle be incorporated either at the app or the operating system level (although in the latter it could be more technically complex). It might be easier for the ESP to check against manipulation of the detection tools before allowing the operation if they are incorporated at the app level but incorporating the solutions in the operating system may be more effective and efficient to implement.
**Figure 4: all detection done on-device**

| Device: applies tools to detect CSA (e.g. hashing of images and matching with a database of known CSAM). If CSA is:  
| a) not detected ⇒ encrypts message end-to-end and sends to recipient  
| b) detected ⇒ sends message for review and/or reporting  
| ESP server: cannot apply existing tools to detect child sexual abuse on end-to-end encrypted messages  
| Device: receives and decrypts message |

**Assessment:**

- **Effectiveness:**
  - Medium-high: it would allow the detection of known CSAM. Depending on the type of device, the list of hashes may need to be limited to work properly.\(^{14}\) Updating the hashset with new hashes is slower and thus less effective than a model where the hashset is in the ESPs cloud.

- **Feasibility:**
  - Medium-low: it could be implemented relatively easily but it would require significant storage space in the device with the current technology\(^{15}\). Updating regularly the database would also use computational capacity.

- **Privacy:**
  - Medium: user data is not exposed to the ESP. The possible security issues (compromise and manipulation of detection tools) may introduce vulnerabilities that could decrease the privacy of the communication.

- **Security:**
  - Low: the solution could be easily subverted and compromised/reverse engineered to not detect or report child sexual abuse (in particular in devices without trusted...

---

\(^{14}\) That said, in the case of PhotoDNA, the additional time needed to compare hash databases of increasing size scales logarithmically, not linear. In other words, doubling the size of the database requires one extra comparison, not twice as many.

\(^{15}\) For example, PhotoDNA hashes could be between 1 to 4 million, which could take around 30MB. Adding video hashes would take even more storage space. Feasibility may be increased by limiting the hash database to include only hashes of the most commonly encountered content or manage the dataset on a device/operating system level.

\(^{16}\) The security of all solutions that make use of a hashing algorithm could be increased if that algorithm is updated/modified periodically, to reduce the risk of reverse engineering. Ideally, an open-source hashing algorithm very difficult to hack would be best, but it remains to be developed.
execution environments). It could also be manipulated to introduce false positives to inundate the reporting systems (e.g. NCMEC) with them. The possible leak of detection tools (e.g. hashing algorithm, hash list, keywords list), could reduce the effectiveness of similar detection tools elsewhere.

- Transparency:
  - Medium-low: the possible security issues could limit the reliability of public reporting on the use of the solution and therefore the accountability.

b. On-device full hashing with matching at server

In this solution, the device converts the images and videos in the message into hashes, encrypts the message and sends the (client to server encrypted) hashes and the full message encrypted to the server. The server compares these hashes with those in the database of hashes of confirmed child sexual abuse (matching).

If there is a hit at the server, it instructs the app server to send the full image (or video) for manual review (or reporting). If there is no hit, the server forwards the E2EE message to the recipient.

*Figure 5: on-device hashing with matching at server*

1. **Device:** converts the images and videos into hashes before the message is encrypted, encrypts the full message and sends the hashes (client to server encrypted) and the E2EE full message to the server.

3. **App server:** sends full image/video for review if there is a match in the server and/or reporting

2. **ESP server:** compares hashes received from the device with those in the database of hashes of confirmed CSA (matching)
   a) No match $\Rightarrow$ forwards E2EE message to recipient
   b) Match $\Rightarrow$ asks app server to send image/video to review and/or reporting

**Device:** receives and decrypts E2EE message
Assessment:

➢ Effectiveness:
  o Medium-high: it would allow the detection of known CSAM only. It would not be applicable to text-based threats (not possible to detect with hashing). No need to limit the hash list, as it will be located at the server.

➢ Feasibility:
  o High: it could be implemented relatively easily. An open-source version of the solution could be created to be used by smaller companies.

➢ Privacy:
  o Medium: user data (hashes) are visible to the ESP. The possible security issues (compromise and manipulation of detection tools) may introduce vulnerabilities that could decrease the privacy of the communication.

➢ Security:
  o Medium-low: the hashing algorithm in the device could be subverted and compromised/reverse engineered to not detect or report child sexual abuse (in particular in devices without trusted execution environments). It could also be manipulated to introduce false positives to inundate the reporting systems (e.g. NCMEC) with them. Also, the hash database in the ESP server could be manipulated to introduce non-CSAM hashes. The possible leak of detection tools (e.g. hashing algorithm), could reduce the effectiveness of similar detection tools elsewhere. Also to consider is the possibility that tech-savvy offenders (who may compromise the solution) would not use any system that allows the detection of CSA. These solutions are more likely to be used by non tech-savvy offenders (as is the case of most CSA detected and reported today).

➢ Transparency:
  o Medium: the possible security issues could limit the reliability of public reporting on the use of the solution and therefore the accountability.

c. On-device partial hashing with remaining hashing and matching at server

This solution is the same as the previous one (1.b.) but in this case part of the hash is generated at the device and the rest at the server, where the matching also takes place\(^\text{17}\). This hybrid approach makes the process lighter and more secure:

\(^{17}\) The process to create a hash has several steps: downsize the image, convert it to greyscale, etc... (see here for an illustration of the process). In this solution, the first steps to generate the hash are executed at the device and the remaining steps at the server.
Figure 6: on-device partial hashing with remaining hashing and matching at server

1. **Device**: converts the images and videos into partial hashes before the message is encrypted, encrypts the full message and sends the partial hashes (client to server encrypted) and the E2EE full message to the server.

2. **ESP server**: finalises the partial hashes received from the device, and compares the now full hashes with those in the database of confirmed CSA (matching)
   a) No match ⇒ forwards E2EE message to recipient
   b) Match ⇒ asks app server to send image/video to review and/or reporting

3. **App server**: sends full image/video for review and/or reporting if there is a match in the server

**Assessment:**

- **Effectiveness:**
  - Medium-high: it would allow the detection of known CSAM only. It would not be applicable to text-based threats (not possible to detect with hashing). No need to limit the hash list, as it will be located at the server.

- **Feasibility:**
  - Medium: proof of concept was done and it could be already in use. Depending on the size of the partial hash (which would determine the payload and upload time), this solution may be faster than 1.b. as it would lift some of the hashing burden from the device. The exact implementation details are important (e.g. to maximize performance) and remain to be defined.

- **Privacy:**
  - Medium: user data (hashes) are visible to the ESP and more information about the image is exposed to the ESP through the partial hash. The possible security issues (compromise and manipulation of detection tools), although improve by exposing the hashing algorithm only partially to, still may introduce vulnerabilities that could decrease the privacy of the communication.

- **Security:**
  - Medium: the device contains only part of the hashing algorithm, which limits the risks of reverse engineering and manipulation. This risk might be further mitigated through obfuscation techniques to scramble pixels without affecting the creation of the hash to ensure that the hash is not reversible.
 Transparency:

- Medium: the possible security issues could limit the reliability of public reporting on the use of the solution and therefore the accountability.

d. On-device use of classifiers

In this solution, the server produces classifiers to identify child sexual abuse (images, videos and/or text) using extensive labelled data of verified child sexual abuse and non-child sexual abuse to train the machine learning system. A classifier is a set of characteristics that can determine whether the contents of a message are child sexual abuse related. The classifiers are then fed to the sender’s device, which uses them to determine whether a message should be sent for review or reporting.

![Diagram of machine learning classifiers](image)

**Figure 7: use of machine learning classifiers**

**3. Device:** applies classifiers to detect child sexual abuse before the message is encrypted. If CSA is:
- a) not detected ⇒ encrypts message E2EE and sends to recipient
- b) detected ⇒ sends message for review and/or reporting

**ESP server:**
1. Trains the machine learning algorithm.
2. Feeds the classifiers to the device and keeps them up to date

**Device:** receives and decrypts E2EE message

Assessment:

- **Effectiveness:**

  - Medium-low: it is basically the only solution that allows the direct detection of unknown content¹⁸ (in addition to known content). That said, detecting child sexual abuse images and videos using machine learning is still not sufficiently developed and generates relatively high error rates (e.g. compared to hash matching). The machine learning algorithms require well-labelled data on an ongoing basis to make sure that the models are kept up-to-date. They also require constant feedback on the quality of the classification, which is particularly difficult to consistently provide in the detection of child sexual abuse in an end-to-end encrypted system. This may result in the algorithms getting outdated relatively soon if they are not updated regularly. Classifiers are more effective in detecting text-based threats like sextortion or grooming through patterns of behaviour than images or videos (although all require well-labelled data on an

---

¹⁸ Hashing can also indirectly detect new content as the known images are usually found together with new ones, which are confirmed as CSA during the manual review of the detected content.
ongoing basis to make sure that the models are kept up-to-date, as well as feedback on the quality of the classification).

➤ Feasibility:
o Medium-low: image classifiers are already in use in cloud services by companies (e.g. to recognize commonly occurring faces in photos or doing automatic grouping of images) and to some extent they start to be used to detect CSA. That said, significant development is still required, in particular for the detection of images and videos and on the possibility of running classifiers on the client side, given the size and complexity of the models and the need for frequent updates.¹⁹ Classifiers for the detection of text-based threats (e.g. grooming) would be more feasible.

➤ Privacy:
o Medium-low: the possible security issues (compromise and manipulation of classifiers) may introduce vulnerabilities that could decrease the privacy of the communication. In the particular case of behavioural classifiers, which determine possible instances of child sexual abuse based on metadata from the user, the privacy intrusion is higher than other tools such as hashing. In addition, a possibly higher rate of false positives could result in user data (not child sexual abuse) being reported / processed / reviewed. Also the classifiers could be misused to identify a range of non-CSA activities.

➤ Security:
o Medium-low: the classifiers in the device could be compromised and manipulated to avoid detection (i.e. introduce false negatives), introduce false positives to inundate the reporting systems (e.g. NCMEC) (or even be used by offenders to crawl the web to search for CSA). This kind of attack could be based on sophisticated adversarial machine learning techniques that could defeat any classifier. Being able to detect new child sexual abuse threats exposes the system to be more vulnerable to adversarial attack.

➤ Transparency:
o Medium: the use of the solution could be documented and be publicly reported to facilitate accountability, but how the solutions works would be more difficult to document than e.g. 1.c.

2) Server related solutions

This type of solution consists in moving to secure enclaves in the ESP server or to third party servers some or all of the operations done at the ESP server in communications that are not end-to-end encrypted (e.g. client to server encrypted).

a. Secure enclaves in the ESP server

In this solution, also known as trusted execution environments or trusted platform modules (TPM), the ESP server contains a “secure enclave” that allows compute intensive operations

¹⁹ Current image classifier models can range from 16 to 70 MB, whereas the maximum acceptable size of an app running on the device would be 4-5 MB.
to happen on the cloud, but in a closed off environment. The enclave can decrypt the user info and perform the same operations and checks as done in communications that are not end-to-end encrypted (see figure 1), while protecting the sensitive information inside the enclave:

**Figure 8: secure enclaves in the ESP server**

**Device:** sends encrypted message to the enclave in the ESP server.

**Secure enclave in the ESP server:** decrypts the message and applies tools to detect child sexual abuse. If CSA is:

a) detected $\Rightarrow$ forwards message for review and/or reporting

b) not detected $\Rightarrow$ encrypts message end-to-end and forwards it to recipient

**Device:** receives and decrypts E2EE message

Assessment:

- **Effectiveness:**
  - Medium-high: it could allow the detection of known and unknown CSAM. No need to limit the hash list, as it will be located at the server. It requires technology that is currently being developed. This could also open up possibilities to develop new technologies to detect child sexual abuse.

- **Feasibility:**
  - Medium-low: on one hand, it is a solution that simplifies the detection process and similar systems are already in use today for other applications (e.g. Intel’s SGX or Software Guard Extensions, in Microsoft’s Cloud\(^\text{20}\), and other trusted execution environments). On the other hand, only a few companies have access at the moment to the hardware and software required in this solution, given its operational complexity\(^\text{21}\) (although the technology may become more accessible in a few years in particular if it is offered as a service by the cloud providers). Also, there are compatibility issues to address in the design of the solution (i.e. the processor in the client side needs to be able to communicate with that in the enclave, and the enclaves need to be able to communicate among themselves).

---

\(^{20}\) Microsoft has recently announced the availability of Azure virtual machines running on SGX hardware that allows the users to write their own code to run in a secure enclave to which the service provider does not have access.

\(^{21}\) For example, on SGX systems there is a cost every time data is moved from the main memory into the enclave memory so it is necessary to consider the amount of data and number of times that it goes back and forth in and out of the enclave.
Privacy:
- Medium-high: user data (hashes or the message) are not visible to the ESP nor are the operations to detect child sexual abuse. The possible security issues (e.g. compromise of third-party server by state actors) could affect the privacy of the communication.

Security:
- Medium: the solution fully relies on trusting that the secure enclave works as intended and it has not been compromised (some vulnerabilities in this type of systems have already been found). The company making the enclave would be the only one having the key to the inner workings of the enclave and could become a target of bad actors. By accessing the enclave, bad actors would also have access to the decryption keys for the communications between the sender and the recipient. That said, it could be possible to attest that the code running in the enclave has not been modified from the time it was deployed and that the user has connected to the right enclave, carrying out the right processes, although this feature has been compromised in the past. In addition, the check could remotely check the code but not the hashes used.

Transparency:
- Low: it is unclear how the use of the secure enclave could be documented and be publicly reported to facilitate accountability through ongoing evaluation and oversight by policymakers and the public.

A possible way to mitigate some of the above concerns (in particular on security and transparency) could be to send to the secure enclave the hashes not E2EE for matching in the secure enclave. This would e.g. eliminate the risk of leaking the private E2EE keys if the enclave is compromised. In this case the trust in the secure enclave would be limited to protecting the hashing algorithm and its parameters.

b. Single third-party matching

This solution is the same as 1.b. (on device full hashing with matching done at server), but with the matching done at a trusted third-party server instead of at the ESP server:

---

22 See [here](#).
**Figure 9: single third-party matching**

1. **Device:** converts the images and videos into hashes before the message is encrypted, encrypts the full message and sends the hashes (client to server encrypted) and the E2EE full message to the third-party server.

2. **Third-party server:**
   2.a) No match $\rightarrow$ forwards E2EE message to recipient
   2.b) Match $\rightarrow$ asks app server to send image/video to review and/or reporting

3. **App server:** sends full image/video for review if there is a match in the third-party server.

**Device:** receives and decrypts E2EE message

---

**Assessment:**

- **Effectiveness:**
  - Medium-high: it could allow the detection of known CSA\(^{23}\). No need to limit the hash list, as it will be located at the third-party servers.

- **Feasibility:**
  - Low: scalability could be an issue, although this could be a service for a smaller companies offered on top of the cloud infrastructure of larger ESPs. It requires a combination of code running on the sender’s device and (third party) server and therefore certain interdependence, which would influence e.g. the latency of message transmission.

- **Privacy:**
  - Medium-low: user data (hashes) are not visible to the ESP and no operations to detect CSA would occur at the ESP server. The possible security issues (e.g. compromise of third-party server by state actors) could decrease the privacy of the communication. That said, it is likely that the third party would have to work very closely with or be effectively part of the ESP that provides the communication service, which may raise privacy concerns. If the third party does not work on real time (i.e. analysing the message before it is sent) and instead analyses the message after it has been sent, the dependence on the ESP could be lower\(^{24}\). Also, the third party could be part of the client provisioning, which could reduce the privacy concerns.

---

\(^{23}\) The use of classifiers is in principle possible with single third parties but it would be part of a different solution.

\(^{24}\) The processing of messages after they have been sent to the recipient (i.e. batch processing with some timescale) could be applied to other solutions as well (see footnote 1 on the scope of the solutions).
Security:
- Medium-low: in addition to the security concerns of 1.b) (on-device full hashing with matching at the server), e.g. risk of manipulation of the hashing algorithm, the third-party server could be compromised by state or individual actors.

Transparency:
- Medium-low: the possible security issues could limit the reliability of public reporting on the use of the solution and therefore the accountability.

c. Multiple third-parties matching

In this solution, based on multi-party computation (MPC), the device converts the image (or video) into a hash, breaks it into parts, encrypts them with the third party keys and sends these parts to multiple third-parties for partial matching through the ESP server (which does not have access to the encrypted partial hashes). The app server compiles the responses from the third-parties and determines whether a match has occurred. If there is a match, the app server sends the full image (or video) for review/reporting. If there is no match, the ESP server forwards the E2EE message to the recipient:

**Figure 10: multiple third-parties matching**

1. **Device**: converts the images and videos into hashes before the message is encrypted, breaks them into parts, encrypts them with the third-party keys and sends them through the ESP server to multiple third-parties for partial matching and sends the E2EE full message to the third-party server.

2. **Third party servers**: do partial matching of the multiple hash parts and sends info back to device.

3. **App server**: compiles the responses from the third-parties and determines whether a match has occurred:
   a) No match ⇒ asks server to forward E2EE message to recipient
   b) Match ⇒ sends message for review and/or reporting.

4. **Device**: receives and decrypts E2EE message
Assessment:

➤ Effectiveness:
  o Medium-high: it could allow the detection of known CSA\textsuperscript{25}. No need to limit the hash list, as it will be located at the third-party servers.

➤ Feasibility:
  o Low/medium-low: the multiple round-trip requests between the device and the servers before the message can be sent could slow performance, in particular with slow internet connections. It requires a combination of code running on the sender’s device and (third party) server. A similar technology is already in use by Google and online merchants\textsuperscript{26} but further research would be required to see how it could be applied in this situation (in particular on scalability) and what would be the costs, including computational overhead.

➤ Privacy:
  o Medium: user data (hashes) are not visible to the ESP and no operations to detect child sexual abuse would occur at the ESP server. The possible security issues (e.g. compromise of third-party server by state actors) could decrease the privacy of the communication. That said, the solution could offer better privacy than solution 2.b) (single third party matching): if at least one of the parties is trustworthy the hash will remain private. On the other hand, it is possible that the larger companies, which also offer electronic communication services, turn themselves into the third parties of this solution for the smaller companies, which may generate some privacy issues.

➤ Security:
  o Medium: in addition to the security concerns of 1.b) (on-device full hashing with matching at the server), e.g. risk of manipulation of the hashing algorithm, the third-party servers could be compromised by state or individual actors. That said, compared to solution 2.b) (single third-party matching), the risk will be lower as bad actors would need to compromise multiple servers instead of one.

➤ Transparency:
  o Medium: the possible security issues could limit the reliability of public reporting on the use of the solution and therefore the accountability.

*********

Another possible server related solution would be to use classifiers running on the server, feeding on metadata. This seems to be the approach taken by Facebook\textsuperscript{27} as it plans to switch to E2EE by default in its Messenger service\textsuperscript{28} but the technical details remain unclear.

\textsuperscript{25} The use of classifiers is in principle possible with single third parties but it would be part of a different solution.

\textsuperscript{26} See here and here. The technology allows Google and online merchants to compute certain profile information on internet users (e.g. the average age of buyers of a certain watch) without sharing all the data they have about those users.

\textsuperscript{27} As indicated here.

\textsuperscript{28} As announced in March 2019.
3) **Encryption related solutions**

This type of solutions consists in using **encryption protocols** that allow the detection of CSA in encrypted electronic communications.

a. On-device homomorphic encryption with server-side hashing and matching

In this solution, images are encrypted using a carefully chosen partially homomorphic encryption scheme (this enables an encrypted version of the hash to be computed from the encrypted image). The encrypted images are sent to the ESP server for hashing and matching against an encrypted version of the hash list\(^{29}\) (the server does not have the homomorphic decryption keys):

\[\text{Figure 11: on-device homomorphic encryption with server-side hashing and matching}\]

1. **Device:** sends to the ESP server  
   a) full message, E2EE, and  
   b) images/video  
   homomorphically encrypted

2. **ESP server:**  
   2. Operates on the homomorphically encrypted images/videos to extract a hash.  
   3. Compares the hash with the hash database of known CSAM. If:  
      a) detected \(\Rightarrow\) instructs the app server to send the message for review  
      b) not detected \(\Rightarrow\) forwards to recipient E2EE message

3. **Device:**  
   receives and decrypts E2EE message

---

\(^{29}\) See paper by H. Farid (reference 1 of encryption related solutions in annex 2), which shows that it is possible to build perceptual hashes on encrypted images that have about the same efficacy in terms of false positives and detection rate as PhotoDNA, but taking longer time (about 10-15 seconds per image, without doing any optimization to reduce the time, versus the one thousandth of a second that PhotoDNA currently takes). This could also be a type of privacy homomorphism.
Assessment:

➤ Effectiveness:
  o Medium: it could allow the detection of known child sexual images\(^{30}\). It would not be applicable to videos (too slow) or text-based threats. No need to limit the hash list, as it would be located at the server.

➤ Feasibility:
  o Low: proof of concept for images exists but additional research and development is needed to reduce processing times (currently at around 15 seconds per image on mobile).\(^{31}\) No comparable commercial applications on electronic communications exist. At the moment, the computational power required on the server would render this solution expensive.

➤ Privacy:
  o Medium: user data (hashes) are visible to the ESP. Similar privacy as solution 1.b.

➤ Security:
  o Medium: no risk of leaking of hash database, or hashing and matching algorithm on the client side, as all these calculations would take place at the server. The solution does not prevent the possibility that the database of hashes could be tampered with at the server, as the other solutions with hash lists on the server.

➤ Transparency:
  o Medium-high: the use of the solution could be documented and be publicly reported to facilitate accountability.

*********

Another possible encryption related solution would be to use machine learning and build classifiers to apply on homomorphically encrypted data for instant classification. Microsoft has been doing research on this but the solution is still far from being functional\(^{32}\).

---

\(^{30}\) The use of classifiers is in principle possible with partial homomorphic encryption but it would be part of a different solution.


\(^{32}\) More information on Microsoft's work on homomorphic encryption is available [here](#).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs Research</th>
<th>Top 3</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table below summarizes the above assessments and classifies the possible solutions into 3 groups: Top 3 (the most promising) although some research may be needed, needs research (it could be considered but substantial research is still needed), and to be discarded (i.e., currently not worth pursuing at this point).
5. **Recommendations**

**On possible solutions:**

- **Immediate:** on-device hashing with server side matching (1b). Use a hashing algorithm other than PhotoDNA to not compromise it. If partial hashing is confirmed as not reversible, add that for improved security (1c).

- **Long term:**
  - Invest in research on secure enclaves in ESP server to make the technology more accessible (2a).
  - Invest in research on multiple third-parties matching, leveraging existing applications (2c) and identifying possible third parties.
  - Invest in research on classifiers to supplement hashing and matching, but not replace it (1d).
  - Invest in homomorphic encryption research with regard to image matching (3a).

**To be further completed with the experts’ input**

**Other considerations:**

- **PhotoDNA update:** PhotoDNA, the hashing technology most widely used, is more than 10 years old and it may require an update now and then periodically every few years to keep up with the latest developments (and make it less vulnerable to manipulation, including by modifying the images to avoid detection).

- **Quality and integrity of hash databases:** a number of solutions rely on the detection of child sexual abuse through hashing technology. The quality of this detection (and therefore the effectiveness of those solutions) depends on the quality and integrity of those databases.

- **Industry standards for detection:** the creation of industry standards for the detection tools (e.g. image and video hashing) could facilitate the development and deployment of coherent and interoperable solutions across industry.

- **Open source tools:** open source tools could also facilitate the development and deployment of solutions across industry. However, substantial research may be required to produce open source tools that cannot be manipulated to reduce their effectiveness or be misused. In particular, all solutions considered under device-related solutions are based in part on “security by obscurity”, that is, it is required for the security and effectiveness of the solution that the opponent does not know the full details of the scheme.

- **Open competition:** an open competition with a substantial prize\(^{33}\), could encourage not only the development of open source tools and industry standards, but also the development of new possible solutions to detect and report child sexual abuse in end-to-end encrypted electronic communications.

---

\(^{33}\) For example, similar to the open competitions organized by [NIST on cryptography](https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Competition) or by the EU-funded projects [NESSIE](https://nessie-project.eu/) and [ECRYPT](https://www.ecrypt.eu/) (eSTREAM).
Reporting mechanisms: when describing the solutions, the paper does not analyse in detail what happens after child sexual abuse is detected, i.e. review and reporting mechanisms. These mechanisms depend on national legal obligations. These can have an influence on the effectiveness of some solutions (e.g. training of machine learning classifiers, which rely on a stream of well-labelled material to remain effective).

Industry standards for reporting and transparency: when using hash databases, it would be useful to know not only the total number of reports sent to relevant statutory bodies from matches, but also the matches not sent to statutory bodies but removed based on the terms of service, and matches not sent to statutory bodies nor removed.

The effectiveness of a hash database is currently only known to the company using it. It could be useful to have a third party perform regular testing/auditing using a sample non-CSAM match similar to the EICAR test file in the anti-virus industry.

Safety by design: the development of technical solutions that could strike a balance between ensuring the privacy of electronic communications (including the privacy of children) and the protection of children against sexual abuse and sexual exploitation is facilitated when that balance is aimed at from the start, from the design stage.

To be further completed with the experts' input
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